
Villains To The Masses Heroes To The Holy, The Mushroom Cloud Should Be The New Republican Mascot
the news lies to us
and we believe it
we see a commercial
and propaganda comes with it
increasing our arms
Why?
They may have more than us
as mushroom clouds fill the sky

Erase the hate, increase the peace,
embrace humanity, abandon nationality

Think before you act
try not to be rash
Don't sink to their level
the true american way

Hit the nail on the head
you wont stop until we're dead
the first thought is to retaliate
at least the economy will be great

Look into the sky
its time to fly
Just live your normal lives
everything will be fine
we sit dumb in the dark
why
they watch CNN
and know our entire lives

Erase the hate, increase the peace,
embrace humanity, abandon nationality

no one seems to get it
what's going on is serious
as they fight for the holy land
their faith kills millions

Hit the nail on the head
you wont stop until we're dead
the first thought is to retaliate
at least the economy will be great

finish daddy's work
its time to invade
not sure what to do?
daddy's friends will be your aids
we've got to end that regime
and find a way to scheme
find those weapons of mass destruction
which are no where to be seen

ruler of the free world, not chosen or elected,
if it were up to the masses, you'd be ejected

Think before you act
try not to rash
as you fight your war on terrorism
your logic kills the innocent

Hit the nail on the head
you wont stop until we're dead
the first thought is to retaliate



at least the economy will be great
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